
Top 7 Types of Business Signs for your Business 

Choosing the right signage for your business is crucial as it helps brand your business and bring 

life to it. They're also a great way to make your business more memorable, and many 

companies have seen a sizable increase in revenue after putting up Business Signs in 

Washington, DC. Here are some of the top 7 types of business signs that you should consider 

when planning or marketing your business.  

Wall Wraps 

Whether for the business or personal space, a unique design element requirement can be met 

by wall wraps. Due to their durability and customizable qualities, vinyl wall graphics are a 

practical solution as they can effectively capture the audience's attention and offer other 

qualities. We work with clients to create the ideal design for walls across business and personal 

requirements. 

Dimensional Signage 

If you want an option that will fit outdoors and indoors, then dimensional signage is the best 

option. It can also be crafted to meet and fit your needs. Many businesses rely on dimensional 

lettering to make a strong first impression of their business. We offer LED signs, impact logos, 

etc., that help your business with bold impressions. 

Window Graphics 

Window graphics can be used for various purposes. For example, you can encourage traffic in a 

store or add to your brand image. Window graphics are often preferred for their cost-

effectiveness in advertising, informing, education, etc. Many businesses use window graphics 

for price promotions, launching new products or services, special events, safety messages, etc. 

Lobby Signs 

From materials to shapes, lobby signs offer comprehensive sign solutions and choices that 

match the architectural elements of the reception area or any area used. Some of the top 

choices of materials you will find with us for your lobby signs are acrylic, wood, solid surface 

metals, etc., which offers maximum customization. 

Custom Signs 

Custom signs are best regardless of the purpose or the customer's background. So whether you 

want to light up your personal space at home or add a little extra to your business storefront, 

you can have a customized sign that boosts the confidence of your business. These signs also 

can be customized with the choice of materials, shapes, sizes, colors, etc. 

Corporate Business Signs 



The corporate business helps businesses in various ways - from building brand awareness to 

acting as a wayfinding sign, the benefits are endless. If you are looking to add a professional 

touch to your reception area, outdoors, or any part indoors, corporate business signs will help 

you with all. You can add your message, show your logo and business tagline, add your business 

information like address or business hours, and you can still do so much more with it. 

Wayfinding Signs 

If you have a business on a busy street, chances are your customers will fail to notice your 

storefront even after multiple earlier visits. So, this is why wayfinding signs can help! It can help 

new and existing customers by showing them that they are in the right place, or if they haven't 

reached the place yet, where they should go. Wayfinding signs are navigation signs that add to 

safety, security, and excellent customer service. 

Conclusion 

You have many options for choosing Business Signs in Washington, DC. From wall wraps to 

window graphics, there is a sign type that will fit your needs and budget. We hope this list has 

helped you narrow your choices and find the perfect sign for your business.  

 

If you are looking for expert help for business signs, connect with Heritage Printing, Signs & 

Displays. We are a preferred signage company in Washington, DC. We cater to businesses of all 

sizes for small and bulk signage printing requirements.  

Our business signage has received many industry awards and hundreds of 5-star ratings from 

happy customers. To avail of Heritage Printing, Signs & Displays services, contact us. 
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